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COMRADES MARATHON REWARDS FORGOTTEN COMRADES
Bernard Fridman, Receives his Silver Medal from 1974 and an honour for taking a stand against the
oppressive Apartheid laws of the time.
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Prior to 1975 runners of colour
were not eligible to compete in the
Comrades Marathon. To some
people this seemed extremely
unfair but due to South Africa’s
racial policies at the time, runners
of colour were excluded from the
race. Bernard Fridman who entered
and ran the Comrades Marathon in
1972, obtained a bronze medal
with a finishing time of 09:12:22.
He decided to run again in 1974,
however due to the fact that runners
of colour were excluded from
participating in this race, he ran
unofficially to protest against this
form of discrimination. He felt
sympathy for his fellow runners,
and decided that he could not
morally enter a race that was closed
to a large part of South Africa’s
runners. Bernard completed his
u n o ff i c i a l r a c e i n a t i m e
approximated at 06:30:00 which
would have awarded him a silver
medal. As he ran unofficially, he
did not receive a silver medal for
his efforts.
In 1975 the Comrades Marathon
Association decided to open the
race to all members of society,
which allowed the previous
excluded runners to participate in
the race and which demonstrated
the Comrades Marathon
Association’s stance on the South
African Government’s racist
legislation at the time.
The Comrades Marathon is a race
that epitomizes human spirit,
friendship and camaraderie. In the
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modern era of the Comrades
Marathon, this spirit is shared
between all runners no matter their
race, sex, or social class.
In 1975 The Comrades Association
decided to allow runners of colour
to enter the race officially; Bernard
Fridman entered the race and
finished in a time of 07:00:00 and

achieved a silver medal. He entered
officially again in 1976 and 1977
finishing the race in 06:14:00 and
07:14:00 respectively and again
being awarded silver medals.
A special award ceremony was held
at Comrades house on 12 April
2010, in order to officially
recognize and award Bernard his

well deserved silver medal for
completing the race in 1974, by
Comrades Marathon Chairman
Dave Dixon. Bernard was also
recognized as one of the “Forgotten
Comrades” for taking a stand
against the oppressive Apartheid
laws of the time.

Great athletic spectacle at Hlogotlou Stadium
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On the 20th February 2010 at
Hlogotlou stadium Monsterlus,
there was the athletic semi final ,
school held those who wins will
be going forward so that they will
be part of provincial athletics
those who wins will represent the
province of Sekhukhune District.
People where very happy on that
day and very body was hoping for
his or her school to win, there was
some other sports also not only to
run but long jump, discus, short

put, javelin, high jump. The
children at the stadium where doing
well they played nice game and
interesting, at the end they could not
continue because of sun it was very
hot somewhere fainting. The
athletics were supported by
Moratiwa Super Spar, water ice
cubes, Skhumbuzo an employer of
spar was taking care of those kids
when they faint giving water. So far
everybody was very happy. The
athletics were going as follows they
were running circuit Hlogotlou,
Matule, Motetema, and Rakgwadi.
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Skhumbuzo, marketing manager of
Moratiwa Superspar, assists an exhausted
and dehydrated athlete

REGISTER FOR NEXT WORKSHOP
Officials took time to join in the fun
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